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Tao Sanniang said indifferently, “When you come, you will come, what’s
the big deal, this just happens to make the other party die.”
When the second uncle heard this, he became more serious, “Hey! You must
not have such thoughts, but he is the nephew of the city lord, with a bright
future, or a high-achieving student who has returned from abroad! If you
take the man back, he will save face. How can you still hang on? Besides,
people’s conditions are very good, I think you should dump this man!”
Tao Sanniang was unhappy after hearing this, and said, “What about the
nephew of the city lord? I already have a man I like, can he kill me?”
“Hey, three girls, your mother asked for a lot of relationships before she
asked for this marriage. The other party’s conditions are very good. Don’t
let down your mother’s kindness to you.” The second uncle persuaded.
“Okay, second uncle, don’t talk about it. I brought my boyfriend back this
time to tell my mom that I don’t need to give me a blind date anymore. I’m
so annoying.” Tao Sanniang said firmly.
What else the second uncle wanted to say, Tao Sanniang had already gone
back to Lin Ziming’s place, ready to go home.
The second uncle looked at the back of them leaving, and shook his head
helplessly and worried.
Lin Ziming said: “The relationship in your family is fine, even the nephew
of the city lord can get on a blind date.”
Tao Sanniang rolled her eyes and said angrily: “Don’t make fun of me. I’m
almost annoyed by my mother. I think I can’t get married all day. This
nephew of the city lord is a former classmate of mine. I went to study
abroad for a few years. I didn’t know when I asked my mother to arrange a
blind date for me, so I came back. I often called me and I didn’t like to talk
to him.”
Lin Ziming didn’t have any doubts, after all, with Tao Sanniang’s condition,
there must be many suitors.
Not long after, I arrived at Tao Sanniang’s hometown, a rural house with a
little old wall, which should have been built about ten years ago.
There were three cars parked at the door, one of which was a Porsche
Cayenne, presumably driven by the nephew of the city lord.
“Mom, I’m back, open the door.”
Tao Sanniang shouted at the room.
Immediately, a group of people walked out inside, both men, women and
children. Their faces were filled with joy. When they saw Tao Sanniang
holding a man’s hand in an intimate posture, everyone’s expressions
changed.
Lin Ziming knew as soon as he saw this scene, it might not be that simple to
accompany Tao Sanniang back this time.
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A teenage boy came over to open the door and shouted to Tao Sanniang,
“Sister Yu Rong.”
With a happy smile on Tao Sanniang’s face, she touched the little boy’s
head and said with a smile: “Xiaobao, I haven’t seen you for two years, you
are all that old.”
Xiao Bao smiled shyly and scratched his head. Then, he looked at Lin
Ziming next to him and asked, “Sister Yu Rong, who is this big brother?”
Tao Sanniang said, “He is the target of Sister Yu Rong, you have to call him
brother-in-law.”
Little Bao politely yelled’Brother-in-law’, and immediately he was slapped
on the back of the head by a middle-aged man who came from behind, and
whispered, “Brother-in-law, what nonsense!”
Xiaobao pouted aggrievedly.
The middle-aged man Xie said to Tao Sanniang, “I said Yu Rong, when you
come back, why did you bring a friend back? You don’t know if your
mother gave you a blind date, is it the nephew of the city lord?”
The middle-aged man’s tone was obviously bad, especially his eyes looking
at Lin Ziming were full of threats and contempt. When he saw Lin Ziming’s
ordinary appearance, he looked down even more.
And said: “You are Yu Rong’s colleague, you have to send Yu Rong home,
we will not keep you for dinner, you go back first.”
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